It‘s a Wonderful Life
%at’s the message of Robert Sarnuelson’s new book. n e real story is
considerably less cheerful-except for the affluent
BY PAUL K R U G M A N
The Good Life and Its Discontents: The American Dream
in the Age of Entitlement, 1945-1995
Robert J. Samuelson, Times Books, $25
business cycles, freedom without inequality,
and-most crucially-benefits without taxes. The
American public has come to believe that we are
entitled (hence “the age of entitlement”) to more
than society or government can ever guarantee. If
we are to restore faith in our institutions, we must
return to a realistic sense of what the economy
and, in particular, the government can deliver-we
need “responsibility, not entitlement.”
The standard of living of the median American
is, from a historical perspective, extraordinary.
Samuelson is at his best when he is describing how
much life has changed since the end of World War
II; it is a rare economics writer who can get beyond the dry statistics of GDP per capita to give
you
a sense of how primitive life was for most
gry.
Part of the problem is that the book is not exact- Americans 50 years ago. He rightly points out that
ly about economics. The Good Life and its Dis- the disenchantment and pessimism Americans excontents is largely an essay about politics and soci- press about the state of the nation are often
ety, topics on which it is easy to pontificate but strangely disembodied: Many are sure that the
very hard to achieve true wisdom. Samuelson’s country is going to hell even while they feel pretty
view of America may be summarized as “YOU good about their own lives and prospects. And
never had it so good.” Despite all the negative there is no doubt that the average voter is still unpublicity, he claims, Americans have a material realistic about what it costs to provide the benefits
standard of living that leaves little justifiable rea- he expects---only in the last few months has it
son for complaint. We complain so much, he ar- sunk in that the budget deficit cannot be eliminated
gues, because we expect too much from prosperi- by reducing foreign aid and the size of the White
ty. We are disappointed that our material wealth House staff.
has not brought more satisfaction because we have
Yet, Samuelson’s paean to the median standard
forgotten that money can’t buy happiness. (It’s of living makes me uneasy. A two-income family
true: He cites statistics to prove it.) And we de- that earns a combined $30,000 annually and is
mand the impossible: economic growth without only a downsizing or reengineering away from losing both its middle-class status and its health insurPaul Krugman, an economist at Stanford University,& author of
Peddling Prosperity and The Age o f Diminished Expectations.
ance, may live very well by historical standards
obert Samuelson has a well-deserved reputation as one of the world’s more thoughtful economic journalists. In a profession
whose members are often partisan, ill-informed, or
preoccupied with the latest headlines, Samuelson’s
columns for Newsweek and The Washington Post
are exceptional in their combination of fait-mindedness, careful research, and understanding of the
broader context. These same qualities are evident
through much of his new book, The Good Life
and its Discontents: The American Dream in the
Age of Entitlement, 1945-1995. So I was surprised
at how much I disliked the book. I expected to disagree with Samuelson about some things; I did not
expect to be irritated and, in the end, actually an-
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Samuelson’s insistence on looking at the bright
but is still closer to the edge than members of the
side of our economy is closely tied to his political
professional elite can easily imagine.
Moreover, it seems strange how Samuelson in- analysis. And as his political analysis became
sists on viewing American economic progress in clearer my annoyance at his excessively long-run
terms of comparisons with 1945. Fifty years is a vision gave way to dismay and anger. To put it
long time -two generations. While there has been bluntly: Samuelson writes about the politics of
immense progress over those two generations, the economic policy as if his views froze around
great bulk of that progress occurred during the 1984-just when it was becoming clear that the
first, not the second. Virtually every statistical Reagan Revolution would not utterly transform
measure of economic well-being-real wages, the political landscape, but would lead to massive
family income, poverty rates, and so on-shows a deficits (and before it was clear just how much
rapid improvement from 1945 to the early 1970s, richer the rich were becoming and how much
poorer the poor).
but flattens out or declines thereafter.
In Samuelson’s vision of American politics, the
Nor is the sense that economic progress has
been spotty, at best, since around 1973 just a mat- federal government is besieged by a host of special
ter of possibly misleading statistics. At one point, interest groups, often groups which “don’t have
Samuelson offers a list of 10 ways in which Amer- solid power bases ... [whose] followers consist
ican life has changed fundamentally for the better, mainly of sympathizers who may, at most, pay
ranging from antibiotics to Social Security; it is modest dues. Such groups claim to represent
hard not to notice that every one of those changes -among others-women, blacks, Christians, entook place before 1970, with only marginal im- vironmentalists, ‘family values’ advocates, various
provements since. During the first postwar genera- ethnic groups, gun owners, and gay people.” Betion, nearly everyone acquired a telephone; during cause of the politics and psychology of entitlement, Samuelson argues, the government is able
the second, some of us got call waiting.
Samuelson’s preference for comparing our cur- neither to say no to these groups’ demands nor to
rent economic position with what
it was two generations ago sugWRONG FOR ALL THE RIGHT REASONS
gests a reluctance to face up to the
How White liberals Have Been Undone by Race
reality that for more than 20 years
Gordon Maclnnes
economic progress has been uneven, and that in some important
“A thoughtful and stimulating
areas we have actually lost
book by a student of politics who
ground. Indeed, The Good Life
has been on the front lines in New
and its Discontents seems to adJersey in the quest to improve the
mit only grudgingly to the big
lives of urban Americans.”
failures of recent American eco-Bill Bradley
nomic development. The spectacSquarely at the nexus of race,
ular growth in inequality is given
poverty, and politics, Wrong for
barely two pages, while a 15-page
All the Right Reasons charts the
chapter is devoted to what
sources of liberal decline and
Samuelson regards as excessive
the high costs of conservative
demands for equality. Rising
rule.
poverty and homelessness are
mentioned largely to question
A Twentieth Century Fund Book
whether things are as bad as they
236 pages 1 0-8147-5543-71 $21.95 cloth
seem in the statistics; the huge rise
in poverty among children (a rise
that is partly obscured in the overall poverty statistics by the decline
in the number of elderly poor)
goes unmentioned.
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convince voters at large that they should pay higher taxes. The result is both persistent budget
deficits and an ever-growing burden of regulation,
as the government tries to legislate results that it
cannot pay for directly.
Now this is not a bad model for the politics of
the 1970s, a decade when it did seem that Washington was vulnerable to demands from practically
anyone who could afford a letterhead. But is this
model a good picture of the politics of the 1990s?
There are groups that have real power bases today
-with large financial resources and deeply committed cadres of loyalists. And they are overwhelmingly on the right. That is, they do not seek
new regulations and benefits on behalf of the
groups they represent, as much as they seek to remove regulations and benefits that protect other
groups. Samuelson seems not to have noticed, but
the tide is running the other way.
This is not an accident. In fact, it is in large part
a delayed reaction to precisely the kind of interestgroup politics that Samuelson describes. During
the 1970s the forces of the right looked at the success of environmentalists, women’s rights groups,
and so on in driving the national agenda and set
out self-consciously to organize themselves as a
counterweight. And they have been overwhelmingly successful. On issue after issue, the newly
powerful right has reversed the terms of debate
and is within striking distance of reversing decades
of policy. Samuelson seems oddly oblivious to this
upheaval in the political landscape.
Take, for example, the environmental movement. The Good Life and its Discontents spends a
fair amount of space taking on the excesses of that
movement, pointing out that its leaders have been
distressingly willing to embrace dubious science
as long as it furthers their political agenda. Fair
enough. But the peddlers of pseudo-science with
influence in Congress these days are anti-environmentalists-and they have far more power than
the eco-freaks ever did. Samuelson asserts that
there is no “clamor to scrap environmental regulation.” Really? What he means is that the general
public does not want the regulations scrapped.
Nevertheless, a determined majority in Congress is
doing its best to get rid of as much environmental
protection as possible (having already scored a notable victory against the nation’s old-growth
forests).
Or take the social safety net. Samuelson asserts
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that nothing important will change: “Although we
may dismantle parts of government and redesign
others, the end result will still be-by any historic
standard-a huge government that spends about a
fifth of our national income.” If he means that Social Security and Medicare are not about to be
abolished, he is right. But the spending that ensures a halfway tolerable life for unlucky Americans is on “means-tested” programs such as food
stamps, AFDC, and Medicaid. This spending consumes less than three percent of GDP, less than 15
percent of the federal budget, but it is already slated for far more severe cuts than the rest of the budget and seems certain to bear a disproportionate
share of further cutbacks. For millions of Americans, most of them children, things really are
changing radically-for the worse.
In other words, Samuelson’s picture of American politics-a weak-willed system unable to inflict pain and easily manipulated by anyone who
can claim to be a victim-is strangely anachronistic. The political climate of 1995 is far more
tough-minded than he allows; it is also immensely
more mean-spirited and more than a bit scary.
Where Samuelson’s selective vision becomes
most conspicuous, however, is when he starts laying out scenarios for the future. He offers two alternatives. In one, the ethic of entitlement is replaced by one of “responsibility”: The government does less, while there is a rebirth not only of
the family but of “churches, professional societies,
clubs, scouts, Little Leagues, self-help groups,
neighborhood organizations.” In the other, big
government runs out of control: “Political paralysis ultimately overwhelms the private economy
with high taxes, spending, and regulation.”
Both scenarios are dubious. For one, it is hard
to understand where Samuelson’s fears about government taxes and regulation strangling the private
economy come from. We are, after all, by far the
least taxed and regulated of the major advanced
nations, and the political currents are widening that
gap. When people call for a federal government
that does less-and especially when, as Samuelson
does, they couple such calls with rhetoric about a
restoration of freedom-I always wonder what
particular areas of life they think the government
should get out of. After all, once you account for
interest payments and spending that is essentially
about ensuring national security and public order,
you find that the bulk of the remainder goes to
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only a handful of programs-Social
Security, ple not only of articles in intellectual magazines
Medicare, veterans’ benefits, Medicaid, and unem- but of popular entertainment. I would not have
ployment insurance. If by shrinking the govern- thought that it was possible for a man of Samuelment we mean cutting benefits to the elderly, that’s son’s perceptiveness to write a book about the fua defensible proposal-but it has very little to do ture of American society without even noticing
with the philosophical underpinnings of govern- that many people in this country (not just liberal
ment’s role. Similarly, most government regulation intellectuals) think that the future will look like a
involves protections of the environment, health, scene from Blade Runner and at least feeling some
and safety. The obvious examples of overdone obligation to say why they are wrong. Samuelson
pieces of regulation like the Americans with Dis- seems to have decided that the only thing we have
abilities Act, are relatively marginal parts of the to fear is that people will demand too much; we
federal enterprise. It is deeply misleading to sug- need not even consider that the powerless among
gest that reining them in would usher in a new age us might be offered too little.
of personal responsibility, or even make a noticeAll of us have our blind spots. But when a comable difference in most people’s lives.
mentator as intelligent and influential as SamuelBut the truly puzzling and, to me, infuriating son chooses to avert h s eyes from the disturbing
thing about Samuelson’s vision of the future is the trends in our economy and, above all, our politics,
scenario he doesn’t mention, not even to reject it: it may do real harm. Reading this book, I was rethe scenario of a future America ruled neither by minded of a grim old joke: “A while back, when I
entitlement nor responsibility, but by abandon- was feeling very depressed about the path my life
ment. This is the America in which government was taking, a wise man spoke to me. ‘Take it
may still spend a lot of GDP on Social Security easy,’ he said. ‘Things could be much worse.’ So I
and Medicare, but it retreats not only from dubious took it easy, and, sure enough, things got much
17
commitments it has taken on in the last two gener- worse.”
ations but from functions we have
the former editor of Ebony, Jet, Sepia, Duke, and
taken for granted for a hundred The candid memoir ofthe
Chicago Daily Defender.
years. What many of us fear is
that we will become a society
whose elite lives like expatriates
in their own country-sending
their children to private schools,
living in gated communities protected by private security forces,
even driving to work on private
toll roads-while education, public order, and infrastructure for
the population at large deteriorate
even further. All this might well
He so successfully crossed the gulf
between black and white thinking
take place under the slogan of
that often he was mistaken for
“personal responsibility,” but it
African American-ven
by African
will have less to do with rediscovAmericana. Burna’s book contributes
ering Victorian morality than with
valuable ineights into our understandrecreating Dickensian poverty.
ing of black journalism and its role in
Now this abandonment scethe battle for civil rights and the fight
againet discrimination and injustice
nario may not come to pass. But
in white America.
it is a vision that has become surprisingly pervasive in our culture:
$27.50
The image of a near-future
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Longitude: The True Story of a
Lone Genius Who Solved the
Greatest Scientific Problem of His
Time
Dava Sobel
Walker & Co., $19
By G r e g Easterbrook
Writers have long been fascinated with
the centuries of effort required to
devise reliable clocks, and the attendant imposition of notions like “standard” time and the time-regulated
workday. The recent intellectual fashion has been to depict the development
of accurate timepieces not as a convenience, but as part of the plot to divest
people of their mystic connection to
the pretechnological rhythms of nature
by substituting a regimented clockconsciousness that served the interests
of the lords of commerce. Probably the
best expression of this view is Ronald
Wright’s beguiling 1991 book Time
Among the Maya, which implausibly,
if captivatingly, depicts ancient Mayan
culture as more human than ours
because the Mayans believed time was
not linear (tick.. .tick.. .tick) but in
some vague fashion “circular”
(tick.. .retick. ..tick). In postmodern
theory, the progression from timekeeping based on sundials to giant pendulums to water engines with thousands
of pieces to cheap digital devices with
no moving parts is one long horror
story. [Not that any intellectual would
want to be late to a symposium to
enounce this view.]
Yet as science writer Dava Sobel
points out in her engaging and delightful new book Longitude, the big breakthroughs in clock construction came in
pursuit of seafaring, not social regulation. In the 15th century, when nations
began to sail the world’s oceans seri-

ously, the greatest obstacle to navigation was the inability to determine longitude (position east-west) at sea.
Latitude (position north-south) could
be read by observing the apparent
motion of the sun. But this technique
did not apply to longitude, and as a
result the fleets of Europe spent inordinate time and incurred constant loss of
life essentially wandering the high
seas, trying to figure out where they
were.
Minds as famed as Galileo, Newton,
and Halley applied themselves to the
problem and believed its solution lay
in observation of the moon or the satellites of Jupiter. Sobel’s tale concerns
John Harrison, an obscure English
watchmaker from a merchant-class
background who believed clocks held
the answer. Harrison had to battle the
budding English science establishment,
which wanted the solution to be based
on the glamorous, aristocratic pursuit
of astronomy, not the tinkerings of a
mere craftsman. Sobel’s story is rich
with fascinating details both of scientific investigation and the bureaucratic
politics of 18th-century England.
Longitude is well-timed too, as the new
Umberto Eco novel The Island of the
Day Before features a protagonist
marooned on an 18th-century vessel
stocked with bizarre longitude instruments.
Serious pursuit of a means of fixing
longitude began in 1707, after four
British frigates ran aground in fog near
their home port owing to total eastwest disorientation, with the loss of
nearly 2,000 men. Sobel recounts, in a
horrifying passage, how after the vessels became lost in a week-long mist, a
sailor approached Admiral Sir
Clowdisley Shovel1to declare that a

private navigational logbook he had
been keeping indicated the squadron
was about to founder on the dangerous
rocks of Scilly Isles southwest of
England. British fleet rules then forbade any study of navigation by nonofficers, because navigators had a wizard’s status no enlisted personnel were
allowed to challenge. Sir Clowdisley
immediately had the sailor hanged for
questioning the judgement of an officer. Shortly afterward, his flagship
plowed into the Scilly rocks, the three
following ships faithfully smashing in
as well.
Sadly, Sobel does not know the
name of this lost sailor, who seemingly
hit upon a significant idea and might
himself have become an important figure had he not lived in a society that
discriminated ruthlessly against the
low-born. At any rate, the English government’s response to the event was
not to redress the outrage of executing
a common man for telling an officer
the truth, but to create a new bureaucracy-the Board of Longitude, which
was to supervise research and award a
prize of E 20,000 (equivalent then to
$12 million now) for the first reliable
means of longitude fixation. In a manner that Washington Monthly readers
are likely to find hauntingly familiar,
the Board served mainly to suppress
the most promising inventions, channel
funds to the politically favored, and
then remained in existence for 50 years
after the problem of longitude was
solved.
Harrison, an odd, reclusive man,
proceeded on the assumption that a
highly accurate clock would crack the
nut. If a clock could show precisely the
moment of noon at a ship’s home port
and sighting of the sun were
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